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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Prank fire alarms evoke concern
□ A series of early
morning wake-up calls
in Founders light worry
among residents and
officials.
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BC News
Pulled fire alarms throughout
the residence halls recently have
left many students standing out
in the cold - and an offender still
at large.
As of deadline Thursday,
alarms at separate pull stations
have been pulled four times in
Founders Residence Hall since
Saturday night. Most of the
alarms were pulled around the
same time - near 1:30 a.m.
After Wednesday's alarm,
Founders Hall Director Josh Foster announced he is sponsoring a
$50 gift certificate as reward to
any information given leading to
the arrest and prosecution of the
person or persons responsible
for pulling the alarms.
If caught, under maximum
penalty the offenders could face

expulsion from the University,
according to Jill Carr, associate
dean of students. The University
sanction is separate from any
criminal charge which would be
filed.
Federal charges could range
from a fine and community service to jail time.
Joe Burns, Bowling Green fire
chief, said the drill of ushering

mation officer, likened pulling a
fire alarm to the common story
of the boy who cried wolf. Everyone worries the first couple
times that the alarm may be the
real thing ~ until finally it actually happens and no one will listen.

"All this does is desensitize people to the real
one."

that are pulled. All fire alarms
are handled through the campus
police. If there is a fire, the
station is notified.
The person or persons pulling
the alarms may be very difficult
to catch, Gullufsen said. It could
be one person trying to pull a
prank or it could be "copycats"
aiming to bother residents.
"It's a real inconvenience,"
Gullufsen said. "This is an ongoing problem - it happens continually."

The reason it is so difficult to
catch the offender is that most of
Bowling Green Fire Chief the time they will pull it and walk
outside or duck into their room,
he said. Often, the person may
He said the residence halls not even live in the residence
students out of the buildings for a
false alarm causes many prob- have established measures to hall.
make sure that each resident has
lems.
Let aside the inconvenience of left the building in case a real
Most of the stations which have
making students exit the build- fire has started.
been pulled have been near an
ing, other more serious conseexit, Foster said
quences can occur.
The resident advisers must
He said he hopes students will
"All this does is desensitize check each room to make sure no
people to the real one," Burns one would be left inside the build- keep a look out for the person(s)
who might be pulling the alarms.
said. "Our concern is that it ends ing should an actual fire occur.
"I just encourage students to
up doing harm to someone."
Burns said the fire department
Dick Gullufsen, public infor- is not informed of the fire alarms be patient," Foster said.

Joe Burns

Recycling music

Student in jail for
exposing himself
□ A University student was arrested for
voyeurism.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News
A University student was
arrested for two counts of
voyeurism, Wednesday night.
Leslie D. Anderson, sophomore journalism major, was
charged with voyeurism
stemming from two separate
incidents in which he allegedly exposed himself.
According to Richard Gullufsen, University public information officer, Anderson
exposed himself to two female
students while they were
showering. He said the first
incident occurred Jan. 17 In
Rogers Hall and the second
was Jan. 25 in Kohl Hall.
Gullufsen said Anderson
lived on campus in Kohl Hall
and a warrant was issued last
week for him. He said it was
issued before Anderson allegedly committed the second
act.
Gullufsen said even though
police were looking for Anderson, he managed to avoid
them until Wednesday. He

Public Safety
said Anderson is charged with
a third degree misdemeanor.
"If convicted, he could face
a maximum $250 fine and/or a
maximum 90 days in jail,"
Gullufsen said.
Gullufsen said Anderson is
being held at the Wood County
Jail until he is released or
bond is posted.
Jill Carr, associate dean of
students, said voyeurism is a
violation against the University student discipline code. She
said the University is taking
action against Anderson.
Carr said if Anderson is
found guilty, the penality may
range from a warning to expulsion from school. She said
it Is too soon to decide what
penalty Anderson will face.
"At this point we have
served him with papers," Carr
said. "It's a serious offense
with consequences."
Carr said the information
they have right now is based
on the police report. She said
they plan to speak with the
two victims and ask for their
assistance in the incident.

Music reading clinic
conies to University
Q Ohio bands travel to
the University to participate in the New Band
Music Reading Clinic.

BGNcw« Photo by Cynthia Uc Shcckkr

Today UAO is sponsoring a used CD sale and buy-back in the union
foyer from 10 a.m. til 5 p.m. Sales personnel Linda Lutgen (I) and

Bob Dunckly (r) travel throughout Ohio's universities selling and
trading their goods.

USG proposes plans to add
ojf-campus shuttle service
Q USG discusses the
possibility of an offcampus shuttle service.
By WENDY SUTO
TheBC News
Students might see a shuttle
bus running a new route by next
semester.
One of the bills discussed by
USG was a
proposed plan
to have one
shuttle bus run
an off-campus
route weekdays from 8
am. to 6 p.m.
According to
the proposed
plan, a $20 general student fee
Gore
would be added.
Such problems with the bill include where the bus would run,
whether or not every student

Student
Government
fe

should have to pay for a service
and how to control the bus so that
only University students use it.
Tara Gore, USG president, assured the students that she would
make sure the students' money is
well spent.
"There has been an increase in
the Interest of students to have a
shuttle bus run off campus,"
Gore said. "The students are also
concerned with how their money
will be spent."
Jim Beaupre, the equipment
maintenence superintendent for
Shuttle Services, explained that
he is trying to get a regular offcampus route going, but is short
on funds to do it.
"We've been chasing that for
the last couple of years and we're
not coming up with the money,"
Beaupre said. "There are no
funds."
Beaupre said he has been run-

ning a day bus off campus during
the day route. It has been running from Campbell Hill to
Clough Street to Mercer Road
and back to its regular route on
Wooster Street.
If the funds come through and
an off-campus bus would run,
Beaupre hopes it will go to various places around town such as
down the number streets, Main
Street and near the apartments
where many students live.
Acccordlng to Chris Tartara,
USG vice president, the offcampus bus won't likely be implemented this semester, but
possibly by next fall.
"The purpose of doing this
would be to alleviate the current
parking problems that students
living off-campus encounter,"
Tartara said.
There has also been talk of putting another bus on campus
which would run the day route.
• See USG, page five.

Campus

pieces of music will be performed by the All-Ohio Band."
During the clinic, students of
By CAROLYN STECKEL
the band will be staying with
members of Tau Beta Sigma and
The BG News
Kappa Kappa Psi.
High school students from
Crystal Wells, president of the
around Ohio will come to the Alpha Xi chapter of Tau Beta
University to take part in the Sigma, said the two organizations
40th annual New Band Music handle all the logistics of the
reading clinic.
Reading Clinic, Friday.
Bruce Moss, University direc"We handle things like the regtor of bands, said the purpose of istration tables," Wells said. "We
the clinic is for band directors to cover the band office, set up the
come and listen to new music. stage for the different ensemThe clinic is a two-day event.
bles, house the band and, in the
"It attracts a lot of high school
directors," Moss said. "Over 100
• See CLINIC, page five.

Black History Month events
promote student awareness
Q The University
planned an assortment
of events to celebrate
Black History Month.
By BRANDI BARHITE
Trie BC News
In honor of Black History
Month, the University has a
wide array of activities scheduled for the month of February. This year's theme is "The
Path Toward Empowerment."
Black History month has been
a tradition In the United States
for seven decades. Its purpose
is to honor the contribution
African Americans have made
to all walks of American life
and to recall important milestones In black history. .The offlcal celebration of black history began in 1926.
A long list of African American men and women have con-
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Diversity

tributed to the history of America Langston Huges, Rosa
Parks and Fredrick Douglass
are just a few of the African
Americans born in February.
Barbara Waddell, Office of
Affirmative Action and Disabilities, said it is important for
the University to sponsor various events for Black History
Month.
"An institution of higher education should be leading the
way of not only Black History
Month, but we should be celebrating all different cultures,"
WaddeU said.
She also believes that these
events will increase awareness
and help make society better.
She said that it gives students
an opportunity to learn.
The University will kick off
the month with poet/guest

speaker Nikki Giovanni speaking Feb. 4 at 7 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. She is
the author of "Racism 101" and
"Shimmy, Shimmy, Shimmy
Like My Sister Kate: A Look at
the Harlem Renaiassance
Through Poems." She Is committed to the fight for civil
rights and equality in education.
Dawn Mays, director of student affairs, said Giovanni is
an excellent educator and believes she will be able to educate students and let them
know that one person can make
a difference.
"Her topical area will be
beneficial for the students,"
Mays said.
She said all of the University's Black History Month
events will be a good opportunity to learn about the contributions African Americans
• See HISTORY, page five.
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College is more than grades
MAKE THE MOST OF NOW
WITH RESPONSIBLE INDEPENDENCE
College is definitely what you
make of it. There are those of us
here who work hard and earn our
As and Bs, there are those of us
who just try to get by with our Cs
and there are those of us who see
this as a $9,000-a-year vacation and
earn our Ds and Fs. It is very
important to decide where you
want to fit in from the beginning. In
order to better understand, I'll use
myself as an example.
All my life I have been known as
gifted. In my house a C was as bad
as an F, so if I started to forget that I
was gifted, my parents were quick
to remind me. 1 worked hard for
my As and Bs. Getting on the
Honor Roll every grading period
was as expected as getting out of
bed every morning.
In junior high something in me
snapped. I dropped out of half of
my honors classes, I got my first F,
and I abandoned my life-long
dream of becoming a pediatrician
to direct movies. My parents were
not happy. From that point until
high school graduation I was one
who got by with Bs and Cs. I cared
about my grades, but I thought that
C was average and what's wrong
with that?
In my first semester at the
University, I became someone who
saw college as a $9,000-a-year vaca-

The next semester I challenged
classes and studying.
myself. It wasn't really a challenge
Good grades and involvement
because it was in me all along. I
in my opinion, are the two most
practiced what I like to call
important things you'll need to be
"responsible independence." 1 real- successful at the University.
ized that at college, no one was
Everything else is merely an extengoing to send me to my room if I
sion of those two things. Keep in
didn't study. No one was going to
mind there has to be a balance
tell me it was bed time. No one
between them both. Too much of
was going to give me detention for
one or the other can do more harm
skipping class or missing assignthan good. Taking your school
ments. That second semester I got a work so seriously that you don't
3.6 and made the Dean's List
make room for other things may
Today I have challenged myself to
leave you feeling like you have no
get straight As for the first time in
other purpose. Your memories of
my life and I only have three
college won't be too memorable.
semesters left to try.
However, if you spend all of your
In order to be a successful stutime trying to do other things, you
could end up neglecting your work
dent, you have to start off on the
right foot. Because of my first
and no one will be there to remind
semester mistakes, my GPA will
you of that.
never be as good as it should. You
I've been all three kinds of studon't have to try to get a 4.0 GPA
dents; one who works hard, one
who gets by and one who doesn't
but you do have to realize that in
work at all. Remember, college is
high school your parents push you.
what you make of it. You can only
In college, you have to push yourself and the only help you get is the get out of it what you put in. While
1 am a strong believer that your lethelp you ask for. You get out of it
ter grades are not the basis on
what you put into it.
You need more than good grades which your knowledge should be
to make it. You have to do more
judged, I also realize that grades are
than go to class and study— you
very important -- especially if you
have to get involved. From organiwant to graduate.
zations to community activities,
there is definitely something out
there for you. Aside from getting
the grades.I give my time to several
organizations in order to free
Derrick A. lotus can be reached al
myself from the redundancy of
dajones@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Angry
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Me?
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••You need more
than good grades to
make it. You have to
do more than go to
class and study —
you have to get
involved.))
tion. 1 was influenced by "Revenge
of the Nerds" and "Animal House,"
not fully understanding the responsibilities that lay ahead of me. That
first semester I earned, yes I did
EARN, one of every letter grade (A,
B, C, D and F) for a GPA of 1.79.
That was when the reality of real
life hit me: I was becoming what I
was raised to never be. I had to
change.
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Now that we've been back for three weeks, the
semester is speeding along quickly. We all have projects, reading, homework and papers to work on. But
the campus computer services seems to be lagging
behind the students' needs. The technology is there,
only we can't use it. Across campus, computer labs
are closing early. The Union lab is open the latest:
until 11:30 p.m.
The Fact Line credits this to the belief that no
papers are due this early in the semester. Other computer labs have concurred with this, in addition to
the fact that their staff schedules are not quite set yet.
Many students do have papers and research to do
in the labs, and have since the day that the semester
began. Trying to get into the labs between classes is
not effective enough for serious work. This is why
many students begin their work later in the evening,
to have a large span of time to work.
We don't mind paying the technology fee for convenient and accessible hours, but when unavailability restricts our schoolwork, we would like some
accommodation. At the very least, the residence hall
computer labs should serve their residents.
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Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News encourages readers' input ro discuss topics of interest in
the BGSU community. If you would like to have something printed in The
BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words Hess than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations
and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If
you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and affiliation
with the University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter to Room 210
West Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews^bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show
valid identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be
printed if valid identification is given and toe editorial board deems
anonymity is in the proper Interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters
received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The
Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.

Penny Brown
Tony Cavallario
Tom Denk, Eric Kuebler
Denise Domanski
Ryan Johnson
Stephanie Schneider

.. .Special Projects Editor
.. Assistant Opinion Editor
.. .Assistant Entertainment Editors
.. .Assistant Copy Chief
.. .Assistant Sports Editor
.. .Assistant Graphics Editor

Copyright t> 1998, The BG News. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publicaDon without the permission of
The BG News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
BML
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Today's edition was designed and edited by

Brandon Wray, Associate Editor
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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Beginning to bridge cultural gap
I am thinking of a friend of mine
named Nellie that used to attend
school here. Nellie was a l.atina
sista that liked to hang out with us
chocolate sistas. I remember the
first time I saw her was my freshman year at the Icebreaker dance in
the Union ballroom. She was short,
pretty and had long thick black
hair. I noticed that a lot of the guys
at the party were trying to come on
to her. I also remember how a lot of
my fellow Nubian queens were
being real cool to her. I heard someone ask, "What is she doing here?"
To help those of you out there to
understand, this party was considered a black function. In layman's
terms, for someone of a different
ethnicity to come in and attract our
black men at one of our functions |
was a threat.
I saw Nellie again when I found
out that we were in the same class.
I remember that she had a necklace
on that said "Puerto Rican
Princess." I could tell that she was
proud of her heritage. At that time,
I have to admit that I did not know
many Latino people. I have to
admit that there was something
about Nellie that let me know that
we could be good friends. So I
struck up a conversation with herd
think it was something about her
necklace) and we started talking so
much that the professor had to tell

Lahna's
Lounge
LAliKA

ESONSTCK

••I have memories of
members of her Latina
sorority teaching my
sistafriends how to do
tequila shots in my
kitchen.))
us to be quiet! We ended up
exchanging numbers after that first
conversation. I found out that we
were both Cancers and that we
both loved black men. She told me
that she was seeing one man and
that he was real good to her.
However, every time she would
walk with him on campus, black
women would ignore her and
speak to him only. She told me of
how they would roll their eyes at

her and treat her like she had the
plague. I felt bad for her and kind
of embarrassed that a few of my
sistas would treat her that way. To
be honest it really did not bother
me that she was dating one of the
finest brothers at BG. It did not
bother me as much as it would if
she was white (that will be another
column). I also remember when in
my freshman year, there was an
open forum to discuss racial issues
in Prout. Some of Nellie's Latino
friends stood up and wanted to
know why they were treated differently by black people on this campus. One Nubian brother stood up
and said, "I don't know why either,
Ya'll are black too!" There were a
couple of groans and also a couple
of giggles. Of course, I knew Nellie
was not black. But I could not help
but to see her as a sista. Latino people have tons of soul.
Nellie and I grew closer together
as we went through school. I have
memories of members of her Latina
sorority teaching my sistafriends
how to do tequila shots in my
kitchen. I remember both of us crying to each other on the phone
when we both broke up with our
boyfriends. I learned a lot from
Nellie. She helped to combat the
ignorance that I had in my head
about Latino people. For example,
I always thought that Latino people
were just that, the yellow people. I
did not know that they came in all

shades. 1 also did not know that
there were Puerto Ricans, Mexicans,
Colombians, etc. Nellie was indeed
one of my good friends. She does
not go to school here anymore, but
every time I see her we give each
other a big hug and promise to
keep in touch.
I started thinking of Nellie
because a friend of mine by the
name of Penda Horton told me
about three workshops that she was
having for women of color called
"Female Rites of Passage - Bridging
the Cultural Gap." We started talking about how there are so many
misunderstandings between
women of color. The workshops
will focus on self-esteem, racial reconciliation, empowerment and
other issues related to the spiritual
and emotional well-being of sistas
of color (not just black women). It
will also be an education. Sistas,
lets heal ourselves before we heal
the world. And to Nellie, Te Quiero
Mucho Mi hermana. Discuss
Amongst Yourselves.
The workshops will lake place starting Feb. 3 at 9:00 p.m. at United
Christian Fellowship Church. For more
information, contact Penda Horton at
phorton9bgnet.bpu.edu.
Lahna Bronston is a guest columnist for the BG News and can be contacted al lanitra9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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They could see the tail still sticking out of his mouth.
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Acron Fire Lt. Dennis Ragins
■peaking about a man who died during a dare to swallow a 5-inch live Bah

There once was
a man from
Nantucket
One thing teachers have stressed throughout
my life is the importance of expanding one's
vocabulary. Today I continue in my efforts to
help expand the vocabularies of others, focusing,
on the letter "J."
J- One of the least funny letters of the alphabet As any one who rates letters could tell you, I
is less than half as funny as Q, although Q has the
benefit of his frequent sidekick U, who follows Q
around and is able to help out when Q is feeling a
bit under the weather. It should be obvious to all
readers that I is not a funny letter, since in this
discussion of J, Q and U were also mentioned just
to pick up the slack.
Jalapenos Islands- a small island chain down
in South America discovered by Magellan on his
ill-fated trip around the world. Wait a minute,
rhose were the Galapagos Islands. (That's right.
The Galapagos Islands were named for that guy
in Pinnochio. How could 1 have been so stupid?)
Jewel- any of the sort of bright and shiny thing
that a woman goes head over heals for. It has
been observed that a jewel is exactly the last sort
of thing a man would go head over heals for,
because while men are also capable of extracting
great happiness from bright and shiny things,
they tend to like bright and shiny things with a
little bit more intrinsic value, like a bright and
shiny brand new big screen television with THX
surround sound. Thus, in a proposal of marriage,
it is no coincidence that the very bright and shiny
diamond ring the man gives the woman costs
almost as much as a big screen TV, signifying that
the man is ready to make a lifelong commitment
to buying impractical things, such as a family car
and a blender.
Jolly, Holly-1. An extremely unlucky girl
whose troubles seemed to always find a way to
multiply around Christmas time. She gamed
fame in the early 1900s when she tried to make
the best of an especially poor Christmas by
spending money she didn't have to buy dog
bones for the puppies in the pound.
Unfortunately, one of the dog bones spontaneously combusted, setting the pound ablaze and
killing all the puppies. 2,(slang) To have a Holly
Jolly Christinas, ex: When the woman wearing
•the diamond earrings and fur coat tossed her
pxtra nickel into the Salvation Army pot upon
leaving the store, Santa Claus wished her a,
"Holly Jolly Christmas " 3. (slang) To get one's
I lolhe Jollies, ex: Johnny's older siblings got their
yiouy lollies by wrapping up big, empty boxes
^nd putting them under the Christmas tree for
jiim to open Christmas morning, special bonus
example: The Thompson's got their Holly Jollies
by waiting until Christmas Eve to tell their kids
they had converted to Buddhism and there would
be no Christmas this year.
Jolt- any sudden shock or revelation. Ex: To
his horror, Ben Franklin realized with a sudden
jolt that all of his theories about electricity were
true.
Joy- of, or having to do with, not being
involved with school. Ex: Every time it snowed
heavily enough to cover the bushes in our yards,
the other kids and I watched the local news in
hopes of glad tidings of great joy. Also- joi- the
spelling of joy by someone who has experienced
perhaps too much joy in their lifetime.
Jumping beans (Mexican)- a type of plant
native to Mexico that is known for having beans
that move and even jump on their own.
However, the name is rather misleading, because
when one is opened up there are no jumping
^Mexicans inside.
Juncture- when used by someone in a position
.of authority, it means that you are probably not
Tgoing to like the words that follow it ex: "At
Ithis juncture, we are downsizing and will be
: unable to retain your services." "At this juncture,
'we cannot accept someone with your credit rating." "At this juncture, we are all out of Pringles
and your coupon is useless."
Jungle gym- In this enlightened era of bicycle
helmets and kneepads, a jungle gym is considered any kind of metal contraption designed
specifically for the purpose of breaking the arms
of little children under the guise of "having fun."

Today's
Question:

"Has the
weather been
getting you
down lately?"

Elvin Shaw
Freshman
Criminal Justice

Thitfe

Armando Zamarripa
Sophomore
International Bus.
"Yes. every once in
a while I like to see
a little sun."

"No. not really."
THE
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Got in Idea for a "Peopl.
on the Street" queetioo?
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UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Events" is ■ service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The caldendar of
events on the web page has a more complete listing of events and can be accessed through "www.bgmu.edu".

Friday, 1/30/98

BGSU Hockey vs. Lake Superior (7

Spirit Day (7 a.m. - 11 a.m.)
Falcon's Nest. Student Union.
Complimentary coffee, tea. hot chocolate,
coffee cake and cinnamon rolls. The Ice
Arena will be providing Information on
public skating, group lessons. Senior
Hockey league, and other activities. Door
Prize drawing will Include Family Passes to
the Ice Arena's popular public skating program, and a Falcon Hockey shirt or hat.
Co-sponsored by the BGSU Ice Arena, the
University Union, and University Dining
Services.

BGSU Ice Arena. The Brown and
Orange begins Its two-game set against the
Lakers in what could prove to be the start
of a very important league series.

By Example (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery, Fine Arts Center. A
retrospective exhibition of
work by Internationally
acclaimed designer and
BGSU graduate Rick Vallcentl.
Free.
The Body of a House (10 a.m.

- 4 p.m.)

\Villard Wankelman Gallery.
Fine Arts Center. Eight oil
canvasses by Robert
Beckmann are being shown
In the exhibition. Free.
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.
- 6 p.m.)
28 West Hall. Last
chance! All seniors graduating In May or August must
attend to be included In the
1998 Key yearbook. Call
372-8634 for more Information or to schedule a sitting.
The $6 sitting fee can be
charged through the bursar.
UAO Jewelry Sale (10 a.m.

- 5 p.m.)

Math and Science Building
Foyer. Sponsored by UAO.
UAO Jewelry and CD Sale Union Foyer.
Public Skating (Noon - 2 p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate. For more Information, call 372-2264.
BGSU Women's Swimming & Diving
vs. Notre Dame (6 p.m.)
Cooper Pool-SRC. The Falcons end the
non-conference part of their home ledger
with a dual against the Fighting Irish.
Please note Buffalo has since been
dropped from the original schedule.

p.m.)

Get on the Bus (8 p.m.)
111 Olscamp Hall. "Get on the Bustells the story of 18 men who board a bus
headed for the historic Million
Man March as strangers
but emerge three days and
2.000mlles later as brothers. Their Journey Is not
lust across America, but
down forgotten roads within themselves and onto the
common ground of friendship and hope on which
they must tread.
Sponsored by UAO.
Admission Is $2.

M.K. Rlddell
Grad. Student
Theater

Kristlna Sunderman
Senior
Bus. Administration

Michael Lyde
Grad. Student
Psychology

"I didn't realize how
important sunshine
was until lt was
gone."

"Yes. I hate Ohio
weather and I can't
wait to move to
Nevada."

"Yes. I'm tired of
winter and can't
wait to get back to
California."

OHIO Weather
Friday, Jan. 30
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH.

~^S_w».

| Cleveland!
34° |
Clevelari

Toledo | 35° IIPTAA-^-^

Symphonic Band (8

p.m.)

Kobacker Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Performance Is part of the 40th
New Band Music Reading Clinic.
Planetarium. Alphabet Universe', the Best
of Space from A to Z. $1 donation suggested.

Vbungstown | 33° |

Get on the Bos (11 p.m.)
111 Olscamp Hall. Admission is $2.

Saturday, 1/31/98
By Example (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. Fine Arts
Center. Free.
W.VA.

The Body of a House (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Willard Wankelman Gallery. Fine Arts
Center.
Rubber Stamping—Intermediate (10
a.m. - Noon)
Room 2. College Park. Learn to add
backgrounds and fills, shade using watercolors, and reposition stamps to correct
mistakes. Fee. For information/registration, call Continuing Education. 419/3728181.
Concert Band (11 a.m.)
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Performance is part of the 40th
New Band Music Reading Clinic.

PACE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at The University. We at The BO New consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those
of our staff. Have a nice day.
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TODAY'S WEATHER *
Today:

Saturday:

Very windy and
overcast

Chilly, mid-level
clouds

High: 33

High: 41

Low: 26

Low: 31

THIS WEEKEND

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

BGSU H0CK[Y

Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.

J

The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

vs. LAKE SUPERIOR
FRIDAY and SATURDAY Night
7:00 at the Ice Arena

352*7541

ARMY. BEwww.90army.com
ALL YOU CAN BE.

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

Have you called lioitie lately?

J
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Editor-in-Chidf
Darla Warnock
372-6966

WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
■ DINING FISH

Akron man chokes to death after swallowing
live fish
AKRON - A man choked to death Thursday after trying to
swallow a live, S-inch fish on a dare.
Paramedics removed the aquarium fish from 23-year-old Michael Gentner's throat but could not resuscitate him.
"They could see the tail still sticking out of his mouth," said
fire Lt. Dennis Ragins.
Three unidentified friends had called 911 to say Gentner had a
fish stuck in his throat and was having trouble breathing.
Police said It was unlikely charges would be filed against them.
"If I dare you to jump off a bridge and you do it, and you're 23
years of age, you're stupid," police Maj. Mike Matulavlch said.
■ VIRUS

HPV virus perplexes researchers and victims
NEW YORK - The women who test positive for the human papilloma virus at Brenda Slade's clinic always ask the same panicked questions, and every time Slade is forced to give them the
same answer We don't know.
We don't know if you can ever get rid of it.
We don't know if condoms can protect your future sex partners.
We don't know if it will give you cervical cancer.
With other sexually transmitted diseases, "you can do something to treat it and it goes away," says Slade, who runs the women's health clinic at Columbia University in New York City. "For
HPV it's much more vague.... It could be a lifelong condition, but
we don't know. That's what creeps people out."
In the last decade, HPV has become the country's most common sexually transmitted disease and now poses a most perplexing public health dilemma.
It is harmless to most of the millions of Americans who contract it but causes cervical cancer in a tiny percentage of female
carriers. The problem is, doctors so far can't predict who will
fall ill.
In the meantime, all women with HPV get the same intensive,
expensive treatment: multiple doctor visits and Pap smears and,
sometimes, a preventive measure surgical removal of the lining
of the cervix that can leave them sterile. All at a cost exceeding
$3.5 billion a year.
■ BOBBY BROWN

Singer convicted of drunk driving
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - Singer Bobby Brown buried his
face in his hands and sobbed Thursday as he was convicted of
drunken driving and ordered to spend five days in jail and
undergo drug and alcohol treatment.
His wife, Whitney Houston, sat behind him crying as well.
Jurors deliberated about an hour after Brown's lawyer
wrapped up his defense by attacking the handling of blood evidence and questioning police motives in waiting four months to
charge him.
Brown, 30, broke four ribs and a foot when his black Porsche
spun out of control, jumped the curb and struck hedges and a
street sign in Hollywood, south of Fort Lauderdale, in 1996.
Police said he was speeding and lost control of the car, which
was leased to his wife.
Prosecutors said Brown's blood-alcohol level was above 0.2
percent ~ more than double Florida's 0.08 percent limit ~ and
blood tests showed the presence of drugs.
Brown, according to prosecutors, turned down a standard
offer to first time offenders that carried no jail time but required drug treatment.
Judge Leonard Feiner sentenced Brown to five days in jail, a
year of probation and suspended his license for a year. He also
ordered him to pay a $500 fine, spend 30 days at a residential
drug treatment center and serve 100 hours of community service.

Lewinsky evidence not admissible
77ie Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Monica Lewinsky's attorney signaled an
impasse Thursday in the highstakes pursuit of her cooperation
in the investigation of an alleged
presidential affair and coverup.
A judge in Arkansas blocked the
sensational accusations from
President Clinton's sexual harassment trial.
In a victory for a beleaguered
White House, U.S. District Judge
Susan Webber Wright ruled that
waiting for evidence in the Lewinsky affair would not be worth
a delay in the Paula Jones civil
trial slated for May because it is
"not essential to the core issues
in this case."
"This weighing process compels the conclusion that evidence
concerning Monica Lewinsky
should be excluded from a trial
of this matter," the judge wrote
in Little Rock, Ark.
Mrs. Jones' attorneys - hoping
to prove a pattern of improper
sexual behavior by Clinton promised an Immediate appeal.
If the ruling stands, they would
not be allowed to question Clinton about Ms. Lewinsky during
the trial.
In Washington, legal maneuvering proceeded in Whitewater
prosecutor Kenneth Starr's criminal investigation.
Attorney William Ginsburg,
who represents Ms. Lewinsky,
met face-to-face with Starr's
staff for less than 45 minutes,
and emerged expressing frustration with negotiations designed
to secure her testimony in
exchange from immunity from
prosecution.
"If you asked if we made any
progress, we are making progress today on preparing Monica a

Auoclatid Prr.i Flic Pholo
President Clinton plays golt last summer with Vernon Jordan at Martha's Vineyard, lordan is the Washington lawyer who is a central figure in Clinton's current crisis.
defense," Ginsburg told The Associated Press. At midday, he and
Ms. Lewinsky left her apartment
at the Watergate complex
together.
Starr's spokeswoman, Deborah
Gershman, declined comment.
A document made public
Thursday by a federal court underscored the jeopardy Ms. Le
winsky faces without immunity.
It showed prosecutors are considering charging the former
White House intern with lying in
her sworn affidavit In the Jones
case - when she denied she had
an affair with Clinton - and with

The Associated Press

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The percentage of people who believe
that President Clinton had sex
with a White House intern is high
but dropping, polls indicate,
while his job approval ratings
hover around 60 percent.
Public opinion surveys also
carry another nugget of good
news for the president: He enjoys strong support for the policies he outlined in his State of the
Union speech, from helping with
child care to getting tough with
Iraq.
"The public really likes his
performance. They're pretty
hardened about what goes on in
politics," said Andrew Kohut, a
polling specialist at the Pew

Research Center for the People
and the Press.
"To me the most surprising
thing is that the public is saying
that, yeah, this probably happened and we can deal with that,
if it's all that happened, as long
as there was no lying or an effort
to obstruct justice."
An ABC News poll conducted
after Clinton finished his State of
the Union speech Tuesday found
the percentage of people thinking Clinton had an affair with the
former intern, Monica Lewinsky,
remained high but had declined,
to 49 percent from the 62 percent
of five days earlier. That new
telephone poll of 528 adults had a
margin of error of plus or minus
4.5 percentage points.
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STARTING FEBRUARY 5TH.
COMMON GROUND FELLOWSHIP

<Uhe brothers of OZappa Alpha
®rder congratulate their fall scholars,

Where?
Word of Truth Christian Center
123 E. Court St. INexl lo Mr. Spots)
When?
Every Thursday Night 8:15 p.m.
Who?
Pastor Dale Roberts.
College Mlnlslries
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WASHINGTON - The CIA
says an extensive internal investigation found no evidence
to substantiate allegations
made in a series of 1996 newspaper reports of a CIA link to
cocaine trafficking in California.
The CIA released today the
first volume of conclusions
reached by the agency's inspector general. It found no
basis for the allegation that
CIA employees or agents colluded with allies of Nicaraguan Contra rebels to finance
their guerrilla operations by
bringing crack cocaine into
the United States.
"I am satisfied that the IG
has left no stone unturned in
his efforts to uncover the
truth," CIA Director George
Tenet said in a written statement accompanying the IG

report.
Tenet called it the most extensive investigation ever undertaken by the inspector
general.

In August 1996, the San Jose
Mercury News in California
published a series of stories:
that concluded a San Fran- Cisco Bay area drug ring sold cocaine in Los Angeles and
funneled profits to the Nicar-;
aguan Contra rebels for the '■
better part of a decade.
The CIA said the second and •
final volume of its IG in-:
vestigation will be completed:
in classified form soon and"
that an unclassified version"
will be released eventually. J
The second volume will ad-;
dress findings related to what:
the CIA knew about other al-:
leged drug trafficking by the Contras.

10% discount to all students &
faculty with a college ID.
(Good through the whole year.)
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Welcome Tool

Reno's document makes no
mention of allegations that Clinton, too, lied in his testimony and
encouraged Ms. Lewinsky to do
the same. The president has denied a sexual relationship with
the young woman and has denied
that either he or his friend Vernon Jordan tried to influence her
testimony.
Ginsburg and Starr's investigators had been in regular
contact in recent days as they
tried to clinch a deal in which Ms.
Lewinsky would testify about her
relationship with Clinton in
exchange for immunity.

State of Union draws CIA charge clear
positive public rating

ATTENTION BGSU STUDENTS!

Invites you to an Uncompromising, Full
Gospel Bible Study

encouraging a friend to lie under
oath.
"In a taped conversation with a
cooperating witness, Ms. Lewinsky states that she intended to lie
when deposed," Attorney General Janet Reno wrote in her application to turn over the investigation to Starr.
"In the same conversation, she
urged the cooperating witness to
lie In her own upcoming testimony," Reno wrote. Lawyers
have confirmed the cooperating
witness was former White House
staffer Linda Tripp, a friend of
Ms. Lewinsky.

r-Um (Wallace

Sun. - Thurs. 7am until 11pm.
Fri. - Sat. 7am until 12am.
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FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

S6d)U Women's Swimming
vs.

Notre ^ame

352-0717

@

Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday
Bowling Green
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
OHIO
Saturday
43402
9 a.m. -1 p.m.
GREENBRIAR, INC

Buffalo

Bring in this ad from (1/27-1/30) and deduct
AAP f\f\
per month from ■
y^J) UU
the iQlgJ rent! I

r

f riday Night
6:00
at Cooper pool
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID
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Pope's visit to Cuba draws response
□ University students
respond to the friction
between Cuba and the
United States.
byANAPEREIRA
The BG News
It may still be too early to evaluate the social-political aspects of Pope John Paul II's visit
to Cuba.
It is the first time that a religious leader has visited Cuba
since Fidel Castro established
the communist regime there in
1959. Since then, Cuba and the
United States have been struggling with each other.
Two major crises have taken
place between Cuba and the
United States. One was the Cuban
missile crisis, which almost led
to a nuclear war, and the Bay of
Pigs, led by Cuban exiles that
wanted to take the power away
from Castro.
Castro has resisted nine American presidents since he started
to rule Cuba - Dwight Eisenhower, John Kennedy, Lyndon
Johnson, Richard Nixon, Gerald
Ford, James Carter, Ronald Reagan, George Bush and Bill Clinton.
"Strong measures have been
taken to take him out of power,"
said Marc Simon, a political science professor at the University.
The American government was
expecting the Pope's visit to be a
step forward in the opening of
one of the last socialist economies, but the embargo over Cuba
will just be removed after significant changes in their economy
have taken place.
On the other hand, Castro expects the pressure of other coun-

Campus
tries on the United States to force
the removal of the embargo.
Canada and some European
countries, that had their economies strongly affected after the
fall of the Soviet Union, have
already started to trade with
Cuba.
"Since the U.S. is trading with
Vietnam, North Korea, China and
other communist countries, it
doesn't seem to make a lot of
sense why we wouldn't trade
with Cuba," said Simon.
Simon also said that he believes that the only reason why
the U.S. will keep the embargo
over Cuba Is because there is a
strong lobby going on with people that want to "get rid" of Castro.
During the mass celebrated in
Havana, Cuba, after a five-day
visit, the Pope strongly criticized
the communist regime and the
United States' attempt to isolate
Cuba from the rest of the world
through the embargo.
"Oppressive economical
measures, unfair and ethnically
unacceptable," said the Pope.
If the communist regime in
Cuba is showing signs of weakness to opening its country to a
religious leader, it is still too
early to say. After 39 years in
power, Castro has proved to be
what holds the country into its origlnal Marxist ideologies now,
with some exceptions.
Allocated Fmi Photo
"As long as Castro is there,
there Is a very low possibility
that things will fall apart," said Cuban workers disassemble a portrait of Jesus Christ which had been
Rashedur Rahman, a senior polit- on display for the Pope's visit to Cuba. The Pope issued a statement
ical science major and vice Thursday saying that the visit reminded him of his 1979 visit to Poland,
president of the International Re- a visit that many historians credit with helping to speed the downfall of
communism in that country.
lations Organization.

HISTORY
have made for the country.
The University Activities Organization will then be sponsoring a Black History Month Jeopardy Feb. 10.
"We realize that there needs to
be diverse programming and we
think that this would be a fun
way to do it," Jennifer Joyce,
UAO Games Chair said.
Team sign up Is unlimited.
Four members are allowed per
team. Including one faculty
member. Students can sign up
\l A
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through Monday, Feb. 2.
The campus chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People will
present an art exhibit and dance
performance in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom of the Student
Union Feb. 19 at 6 p.m.
Towards the end of the month
on Feb. 20, comedian Brad
Lowery will perform at 7 p.m. In
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
This event costs $2.
Jacki Kenny, UAO Entertainment chair, organized this event
and said that Lowery came to the
\l A
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Be Yourself, Be Accepted

Al A
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RUSH
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
COME TO THE HOUSE AND MEET THE
WOMEN OF ALPHA GAM FOR OPEN RUSH:

FEB. 2, 4
FROM 8-8:45PM AND 9-9:45PM

campus two years ago and was
very popular among the students.
She also said that it is important
to have cultural events because
they serve as an awareness factor and help college students diversify themselves.
The University also has
several other activities planned
In honor of Black History Month:
■ Black Anthology '98
"R.O.P.E." will be presented at 8
p.m., Feb. 22 in Eva Marie Saint
Theater at University Hall. Tickets are $3 each.B Brown-bag
lunch book discussions will be

held at 11:30 am. in the Faculty
Lounge. Feb. 6,13,20 and 27.
■ Female Rites of Passage Reception at 6 p.m., Feb. 22 In the
Amani Room Commons.
■ A discussion of African spirituality will be held at 7 p.m.,
Feb. 26 in the Faculty
Lounge.
■ A multi-media exhibition
showcasing art works
created by University undergraduate and graduate students
will be on display from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m., Feb. 23-27 in the McFall
Center Gallery.

HUSl MENS
SWIMMING
VS.
NOTRE DAME &
BUFFALO %>.
A%,
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Continued from page one.
end, host a dance for all those
students Involved."
In addition to the All-Ohio
Band, four high school bands will
also come and perform for the
clinic.
The Worthington Kilbourne
and Masslllon Washington High
School bands will perform Friday
afternoon. Grand Ledge, Mich.,
and Lakota West High School
Bands are scheduled to perform
on Saturday.
Two guest conductors, James
Swearlngen and James Cumow,
will be working with the All-Ohio
Band both Friday and Saturday.
Swearlngen Is a graduate of the
University and is currently a
professor of music and department chair of music education at

USG
Continued from page one.
Beaupre feels there is a need for
an off-campus route especially
during the winter months.
"The only way to find out Is to
try it and see how it works,"
Beaupre said.
Other topics USG Is cons'deringare
■ Various parking and traffic
regulation changes and amendments, including changing the
times permitted for parking,
changing a parking lot to accomodate students living offcampus and reducing parking
fines.
■ A different health insurance
company for the international
and graduate students.
■ The right to keep students'
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□ FLORIDA"
'—^SPRINC BREAK

FROM $149 PER WEEK*

FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK IONC '
2 OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS • I INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUCE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB
LAZY RIVER RIDE ■ SUITES UP TO 10 PERSONS
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR JET SKIS PARASAILS
HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY'

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
•Ridge Manor Apartments
•Frazee Ave. Apartments
'East Merry Ave. Appartments (522 Full)
•Field Manor Apartments

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
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In addition, Stanton Music of
Columbus and Retting Music of
Defiance will have displays in
the green room of the musical
arts building.

educational records private as
well as the identity of the victim
and the offender in a criminal
case.
When asked what she feels is a
major concern of herself and the
students, Gore stressed that
safety is very important.
"The University does a wonderful job of working with students on safety issues, so that's
something I want to work on that
we haven't discussed," Gore said.
Gore said she has some goals
she would like to achieve before
finishing her term as president.
"My goals for USG are to get
through this legislation, get this
election process off the ground
and to finish out the rest of my
term while keeping my sanity,"
she said.

Snake left In tub,
owner faces charges
CHILLICOTHE, Ohio ~ A man
whose 12-foot pet python apparently turned on a water faucet
ended up in court after his bathtub overflowed.
Police said they charged Keith
Washington because they had responded to previous complaints
about Gidget, his 95-pound Burmese python.
On Sunday, Washington, 34,
left the snake soaking in the tub
at his upstairs apartment when
he went to a neighbor's home to
watch the Super Bowl. He said
Gidget likes to drink and moisten
her skin in the tub and often
stays there for several hours be-

r

fore slithering out.
Sometimes she brushes against
the faucet and turns the water on.
When the tub overflowed Sunday, the water dripped through
the floor, and a downstairs
neighbor called police, authorities said.
Washington is charged with
violating the city's ordinance
against harboring dangerous
animals, which includes snakes
more than 2 feet long.
He pleaded innocent Monday
in Chillicothe Municipal Court,
and a trial Is scheduled for Feb.
10. If convicted on the misdemeanor charge, Washington
faces up to 60 days in jail and a
$500 fine.

GET ON THE BUS
A POWERFUL PIECE OF FILMMAKING!

"FASCINATING!"

GET ON
THE
BUS
BL«»
Wtifiil

Questions? Call 372-7164

STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU ID

CALL FOR INFO: 1-800-874-8828

If you get this booklet, (*§P^
you won't need a form. I ^*, ^j
Just a phone.
/ ^fr «

Capital University.
Curnow is the president of
Curnow Music Press Incorporated. He serves as oomposer-lnresidence at Asbury College in
Wilmore, Ky.
University ensembles will also
be featured In the clinic including the brass ensembles, symphonic band and the concert
band.
All high school band performances. University ensembles and
reading and rehearsal sessions
are open to the public and are
held In Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Building.

Friday, January 30th & Saturday, January 31st
8:00 PM& 11:00 PM
Olscamp 111
$2.00

OUR SISTERS CAN'T WAIT TO MEET
YOU!
\ IV
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. -1 p.m.

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!
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STILL LOOKING
for an

APARTMENT?
L$&K HERE

Winthrop
Terrace
Apts
I • 1 & 2 bedrooms
• 24 hr. maintenance
' furnished and unfurnished • new appliances
1
3 great locations
• swimming pools
gas heat, gas cooking
• gas, water included
• campus shuttle
400 Napolean Rd.
Ph. 352-9135
WINTHROP TERRACE

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5
Sat. 10-3
WINTHROP TERRACE
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Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

M^n.Qaf 2pm-2:30
Pnm.O-^n am
am
Mon-Sat
Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Friday
Choke Sympathy, False Face Society,
& Ribcage Houdni
Saturday
Sugar Buzz & Solid Frog
21 and ove
A
£k
Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

For Elderly. Handicapped Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adull
Transit ID. Card Required"
Available al Gram's AdminisTrator's Office 3544203

Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.

Children Ride Free"
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Officer dies in abortion clinic bombing
The Associated Press
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. -- A
powerful bomb exploded at an
abortion clinic Thursday morning, killing an off-duty police
officer who had just arrived for
his moonlighting shift as a security guard and critically injuring
a nurse.
It was the nation's first fatal
bombing at an abortion clinic.
The blast, which blew a crater
in the ground and shattered
windows and shook walls a block
away, came just a week after the
25th anniversary of the Supreme
Court's decision in Roe vs. Wade
legalizing abortion.
"It felt like lightning had hit
the building," said Lindsey
Thompson, who was at a University of Alabama at Birmingham
dormitory when she heard the
blast.
Nearby dorms and a day care
center were evacuated for fear
of a second, delayed bomb blast.
Police Chief Mike Coppage said
late Thursday afternoon no other
explosive was found.
He said no one had claimed responsibility by Thursday evening.
Jim Cavanaugh of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms said the bomb ap-

peared to be homemade and not
Intended to blow up the entire
clinic. "It was a smaller device
Intended to kill or injure," he
said.
FBI Agent Joseph R. Lewis
said the bomb apparently was In
a package, but it was not immediately known what kind.
A year ago, two bombs went off
an hour apart at a clinic in Atlanta, injuring seven In the second blast. That bombing is still
unsolved. Hours after the explosion in Birmingham, the surrounding area remained sealed
off while bomb experts in masks
and heavy protective gear
combed over it.
"We still have a hot scene. We're being very cautious because of
what happened in Atlanta," said
the ATFs Brian Lett.
The bomb went off about 7:30
am. just outside the main entrance of the New Woman All
Women Health Care clinic, rocking nearby buildings at the university and leaving a crater outside the blackened, wrecked entryway. The explosion occurred
as clinic employees were arriving but about 30 minutes before
doors normally open to patients.

Two unidentified women embrace outside the New Woman Health
Care Clinic in Birmingham, Ala., after a bomb ripped through the
clinic, killing an off-duty police officer and critically injuring a nurse
Thursday.

4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Oiktren Musi Ride in Child Restrain! Seats Provided

w
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

Its FREE!!
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■ Holiday!

Service Area: Bowling Green
Plea* let driver know hosv
many persons will
bending

B.G.Taxh
352-0796

Clinton talks to world
leaders about Iraq
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■liable in large pnm
and audio lape formal
upon request

&G Sports All Weekend

The Associated Press

®

BIG BOY-

SANDWICH

LIMIT FOUR.

COUPON good for $1 60 off earh Hi; Boy* Sandwich
(jurrhaisr LIMIT 4. Dinr In, Carry-Out or Drive Thru.
Not valid with other iliarounta or offers.
Valid only at BOWLING CREEN.OH Big Boy* locations.

Save up
to .40 »Mff MMOff. Restaurant

on 63.1 FM WE3GU

Expires
MARCH 2, 1998 j
Acct. #5_ _ j

WASHINGTON ~ As the dinton administration and Congress
lay the groundwork for possible
U.S.-led air strikes on Iraq,
President Clinton and other officials pursued a diplomatic solution to the Impasse.
Clinton spoke by telephone today with Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien about Iraq's
resistance to U.N. weapons inspections.

Friday
&G Hockey VS Lake Superior St.
%
Q -Airtime @ 6A0

%okido^ePokta
Alternative doming • Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Cigars . Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • SCO* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • He* Glitter (gold » silver) A
others • Body Purfflers (100*
guarantee) • Half Cotortng

Saturday
Women's Basketball VS. Toledo
- airtime @ 1:10

^ACROSS STREET ^r
^FROM CAMPUS 3

On Capitol Hill, lawmakers
drafted a resolution urging the
president to "take all necessary
and appropriate actions to respond to the threat posed by
Iraq's refusal to end its weapons
of mass destruction programs."
But it was unclear whether lawmakers would vote on the
measure today or after the weekend.
Albright, headed to Europe and
the Mideast, declared: "I am not
going anywhere to seek support.
I am going to explain our position."
Iraq's foreign minister. Monamed Saeed al-Sahhaf, accused
the United States on Wednesday
of fabricating the crisis as an excuse to attack Iraq.
Marine Corps Gen. Anthony
Zinni, the U.S. military commander in the Persian Gulf region, was heading to Washington
for meetings with senior policymakers later this week on the
U.S. options.

|WE RENT VIDEOS . Largest Collection of

"ON - THE - LINE"
-call in and -talk sports with the experts
Men's Basketball <S> Toledo

Sporstth videos • Hundreds o(
Children s Videos • Comedy

-airtime @ 6:40
Tune into an all Sports Weekend on bb\ W13GU

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

WHO'D WANT
A PICTURE
OF YOU?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEWI9VE
Rentals

211 E. Reed St - 3 bedroom
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts
9 payment lease,fum.,A/C
321 E. Merry St. B - 6 bedrooms
315 E. Merry St. - Downstairs
300 block of E. Merry as low
as $420 a month
And also several cher Apts.
Also Rooms
Listing avail. 24hrs
Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

BG vs. TOLEDO
SATURDAY
1:30
Join the 8-1 falcons
in this Rte-75
Rivalry.
At halftime:

Senior Portraits
^

Call 372-8634 to schedule a sitting NOW!

Large & Small Houses
Still Available

6ATTL£ of NORTrlWfST OHI

Parents
Grandparents
Brothers/Sisters
Roommates
Co-workers
Relatives
Boyfriend/Girlfriend

FINAL 4 DAYS

mwmu

507 E. Merry
2 bdrm furnished apartments
washer/dryer in building
FREE water and sewer
Extra Storage

Papa Johns
$5000
Supershot

&

Long's Cleaners
Mystery Shot

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

I

1
||ejejfa-S"«,^,-,atla»l»»-J«'» ■■
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4? SPORTS

Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

Eastern Michigan lights up BG men, 86-67
□ BG can't manage a
second stunning upset.
By DAN SPEHLER
The BG News

Show up I dare you
There are 5,000 seats available in Anderson Arena, and if
1..story holds true, there will
be about as many left empty as
there are filled when Toledo
visits Bowling Green Saturday
for a women's basketball
clash.
That sucks.
The Falcons are one of the
best teams in the MidAmerican Conference right
now, yet their attendance lags
behind teams such as Ohio and
lowly Northern Illinois.
And Toledo averages more
than double the number of
fans that BG brings in. The
Rockets probably aren't expecting a very hostile crowd
Saturday when they stop by.
Prove 'em wrong. Show up
and be loud. I dare you.
This is one of the biggest
games of the season for the
Falcons. Toledo is 15-3 overall,
and has a 9-1 ledger in the
MAC that's identical to BG's.
Big games should draw big
crowds.
"I think it's important not
only for us but it's important
that you wouldn't want to miss
the game," said Falcon coach
Jaci Clark. "If you're a BG fan,
it's definitely the place to be.
It's a lot of fun and I think it's
going to be a great game.
"If you're a fan, it doesn't
get any better than that."
She's right. The BG-UT clashes of the past couple years
have been epic. The last regular-season games have been
hotly contested, and it was
Toledo who sent BG home for
good at the end of the year
with a victory in the MAC
Tournament semifinals.
This is a fantastic rivalry.
The Falcons and the Rockets
are without a doubt the two
pre-eminent teams in the
MAC. No team has more regular-season or tournament victories than BG or Toledo.
The two teams own the last
11 MAC Tournament championships - the last time another team won it all was in
1986.
This game means a lot, to
both teams. And the Falcons
want it bad.
"It means a lot in the standings and the seedings and everything," said BG's Jacki
Raterman, "but I think it
means a lot more in our
hearts." It should mean the
same to the BG fans. You can
bet Savage Hall that the Rockets will bring plenty of their
own faithful, and they will be
loud.
So show up Saturday and be
louder. Scream like mad,
cheer for or taunt whomever
you want, berate the refs when
they blow a call.
Just show up. I dare you.

YPSILANTI, Mich. - Maybe
once. But definitely not twice,
and certainly not after what happened In Bowling Green two
weeks ago.
In last night's 86-67 loss to
Eastern Michigan, the Falcons
(8-10, 5-5) weren't even close to
upsetting the Eagles (11-7, 7-3)
for a second time this year.
Eagle coach Milton Barnes,
suspended for one game for
blasting the officials after the
loss at BG, was satisfied, and
even humorously reflective after,

Thursday night's game.
"Before I say anything else,"
Barnes said upon entering the interview room, "I just want to say
that the officiating tonight was ...
very good."
More Important in the contest
was how "very good" Eastern
Michigan played. The Eagles
shot 55 percent from the field,
compared to a measly 42 percentperformance from BG.
EMU established the tempo
right from the start. Just four
minutes Into the contest, senior
guard Derrick Dial delivered a
powerful dunk that electrified
the crowd of 2,063 at Bowen Field
House.
Dial's jam, two of 20 points he

Bowling Green
67
Eastern Michigan .. .86

Fueled by earlier defeat, EMU's
Earl Boykins key in big win
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Even the
casual observer could see the
look of determination on the little
guy's face. Earl Boykins was not
going to lose this game.
Funny that the 5-foot-S,
140-pound guard doesn't look like
the one-man wrecking crew that
he was. Next to his starting
teammates - the shortest of
which is a full foot taller - he
looks more like a boy.
But Earl the Squirrel stood
abovi them all.

I See LIGHTXw, page mn

"Earl took it upon himself that
they just weren't going to lose,"
BG center Kirk Cowan said. "He
took it all on his shoulders, and
he was on fire. We threw everything we had at him, and he
couldn't be stopped."
Emotionally bolstered by a disappointing loss to the Falcons
earlier this year, the diminutive
point guard charged hard out of
the gate. He registered 14 points
In the game's first 10 minutes.
By that time, he had put his
team up by 10 points. He would
• See BOYKINS, page nine.

Falcons get defensive
in solid win over EMU
Q The Falcon women's
basketball team used defense as the catalyst in a
69-51 defeat of Eastern
Michigan Thursday.
By JASON MCMAHON
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's
basketball team knocked off
Eastern Michigan the last time
the teams met in an old-fashioned
slugfest. The Falcons were less
concerned with the 97 points they
scored, and more worried about
the 85 points they allowed.
BG was Intent on not letting it
happen again.
The Falcons held the Eagles to
an abysmal 27 percent shooting
in the second half, as BG (14-4,
9-1 Mid-American Conference)
pulled away for a 69-51 victory
Thursday night at Anderson
Arena.
EMU scored only 20 points in
the second half, as the 51 points
allowed tied a BG season-low.
"We couldn't buy a basket in
the second half," said EMU coach
Paulette Stein.
The Eagles scored the first
basket of the second half to close
within three at 36-33. The Falcons then rattled off a 10-point

run, and EMU got no closer than
Women's
nine the rest of the way.
Basketball
It was a far cry from the Jan.
10 game In Ypsilanti, Mich., when
the Eagles were a thorn in BG's
Eastern Michigan ... .51
side the whole game. Despite
Bowling
Green
69
shooting a blistering 63 percent
from the field (72 percent in the
second half), the Falcons couldn't
*■
shake the pesky Eagles until the
end of the game.
EMU's 85 points in that game
are still the most BG has given
^
TdLEDO
up in a victory all season.
Saturday
1:30
p.m.
"We know that's not us," said
Anderson Arena
BG center Jacki Raterman, who
led all scorers with 16 points.
BG: 14-4 overall, 9-1 MAC
"We don't give up 85 points. ...
Toledo: 15-3 overall, 9-1 MAC
We just went back to basics and
• BG beat UT in previous meeting
back to the fundamentals."
Radio: WBOU 188.1 FM) MtlJuon GOU «nl
T»3 SWr.WFOe (1430 »M>
The fundamentals didn't appear to help much In the first
half. EMU held a lead through on her. ... Her confidence might
much of the first 12 minutes, have been a bit shattered."
aided by 54 percent shooting.
, Raterman and BG coach Jaci
But the Eagles' shooting touch Clark both called the game a
disappeared, along with their physical affair, but the Falcons
ability to box out. BG outre- were only whistled for eight
bounded the Eagles 27-14 in the fouls, tying a school record for
second half, and kept EMU's 6-2 fewest fouls in a MAC game.
"I guess it was physical on
Holly Mitchell off the glass enEastern Michigan," Clark said.
tirely.
Mitchell finished with seven "It was a physical game. I
points and three rebounds, less thought there was a lot of contact
BC New* Pholo by Jeremy Martin
than half of her average in each out there and our kids handled it
category.
really well."
Falcon guard Angie Farmer (10) goes up for a shot Thursday against
"They were on a mission
Eastern Michigan. The BG women host Toledo in a key MAC grudge
• See WIN, page nine. match Saturday.
there," Stein said. "They did key

Toledo

'Prepared' men's track team solid at Kent Invite
□ The Falcon men's
track team hopes to continue its recent success
this weekend at a meet
at Butler University.
By CORY J. MCCARTNEY
The BG News
Prepared describes the Bowling Green men's track team as
they finished a solid second to
Kent State in last Saturday's
Golden Flash Invitational. The
men got an overall good effort

and had the usuals and some new
individuals march into the scoring ranks.
An improved distance squad
came through and put up some
points, with Craig Nieset finishing fourth in the mile run with a
time of 4:17.54. Also scoring in
the mile was Kreg Hatfield who
finished fifth (4:17.79).
Other scorers in from the distance team were in the
5,000-meter run. Placing were
Dan Flaute who finished third
(15:25.39) and Aaron Usher
(15:39.11), who finished fifth.
"Our distance guys had im-

DON'T MISS THE DEADLINE!!!
Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apartments &
Schmeltz Properties

are leasing for next year

-Within walking distance of campus
-Air conditioning
-2 bdrm, furnished or uniuraishe
-Gas heat*, water, sewer furnished for
residents

Men's Basketball

•(Charlcslown Apis heat not included)

CALL NOW!!!
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
3524380

i

proved performances this week
and we had some other guys
Men's Track
come through for us," Sink said.
Adam Rose and Rah'Sheen
Clay were dominant as usual,
winning the shot put (56-8), and
200-meter dash (21.64) respectfuButler
lly.
Invitational
"Adam had another good meet,
matching his distance from the
Saturday • 1 p.m.
last meet," Sink said. "And Rah'Butler University, #
Indianapolis
Sheen (Clay), he won the 200, and
ran a strong leg in the relay
'
BG
will be competing against sev(1600) for us."
eral schools from the Midwest
The Falcons also had scorers in
the 400, with Clay (48.06) and
Alex Sprague (50.27) placing for BG.

The relay team of Sprague,
Craig Schomer, Pat Miller and
Clay finished second (3:18.48),
with Clay running the fastest
split (47.58).
Other Falcon scorers were
Pickles In the triplr jump, who
finished third (43-8). Travis
Downey finished second in the
pole vault (16-0), Mike Baxter
finished fourth (15-6.25) and
Brian Smith was fifth (15-0).
"We had a great meet," Sink
said. "We scored 100 points, and
any time you do that you had a
• See PREPARED, page nine.

Join the Obsidian!
Staff Applications now available
Positions available:
assistant editor, opinion editor, news editor,
feature editor, photo editor, copy editor,
sales manager, production manager, and
promotions manager.
Pich up applications in 204 West Hall
and Multicultural Affairs office
Due by Monday, February 2
Call 372-2440 for more information or
contact Charlotte Wade, wade@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Falcons continue to focus
on making CCHA playoffs
_] Despite its place in
the CCHA cellar, the BG
hockey team still has
hopes of getting into the
league playoffs.
By TOO McCLOSKEY
The BG News

As gloomy as It may seem in
Bowling Green, no one in or
around the BG hockey team feels
that this season is over yet. The
weather may prevent the sunshine from rolling into town, but
neither that nor the team's lastplace (4-20-2, 2-14-2) record has
changed the ultimate goal - to
make the CCHA playoffs.
"That's not the main focus
right now (getting out of last

spotTime is still on BG's side. With
12 games remaining in the regular season, the Falcons are 11
points shy of tying eighth-place
Ferris State for the last playoff
spot.
This weekend's action brings
Lake Superior State (11-10-4,
8-8-4) to the Ice House. The
Tonight • Saturday
Lakers are currently in sixth7 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena
place and looking up at fourthplace Northern Michigan for a
BG: 4-20-2 overall, 2-14-2 CCHA
home-ice playoff spot. The FalLSSU: 11-10-4 overall, 8-8-4 CCHA
cons have met the Lakers only
• BC lost 6-2 to LSSU on Jan. 3
once this year, losing 6-2 on Jan.
Radio: ABGU (88 1 FM) tmdjim Tool) and
3 in Sault Ste. Marie.
Brad Baeoe (Friday only). WBVI (96 7 FU|
Prior losses this season have
place)," BG forward Curtis Val- grown dull for BG, who is curentine said. "The main focus is rently in a six-game losing
trying to get back into the playoff streak. But last Saturday's overhunt. Trying to put a few wins
• See PLAYOFFS, page nine.
together to get that last playoff

Hockey

Lake
Superior

Swimmers realizing
success with Julian
□ Falcon head coach
Randy Julian has overseen the resurgence of
the swimming program
in his two seasons.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BG News

In July of 1995, Bowling Green
State University swimming and
diving was at it's nadir as a program.
Despite great individual
swimmers like Geunter Miller
and Cheryl Patterson, BG's team
ranking was at it's lowest level.
The women's team, once a
powerhouse in the Mid-American
Conference, was a shadow of it's
former self and the men's team
was mired in the basement of the
MAC.
Enter Randy Julian.
Two seasons later, BG swimming is back on the upswing and
the man in charge is to credit for
the resurgence. Julian said that

Swimming
«•

turning the program around was
not a very daunting task.
"The most surprising thing
was that the athletes were excited by the change (of coaches)," Julian said. "They were a
little afraid to buy into (my) philosophy."
As anyone
associated with
swimming will
tell you, the
stereotypical
swimming
coach has a
lifelong dedication to the
sport. He possesses
a desire
Julian
to see his athletes succeed and a tendency to
scream when things go wrong.
Julian, by contrast, is dedicated,
looks forward to seeing his athletes succeed and is soft-spoken.
"When one of the athletes is
coming up short in a performance, I don't need to dishonor
who they are by ripping them
apart," Julian said.

BG Newi Phot* by Jeremy Mania

B.J. Adams and the rest of the Falcon hockey team insist that a berth in the CCHA playoffs is still the
team's goal for the season. BG sits in last place in the 10-team CCHA and only the top eight teams make
the playoffs.

A tennis 'Family Feud*
□ Falcon tennis player
Matt Wiles might get to
play older brother Scott
of the Ohio State team
as BG visits Columbus
Saturday.

Notre
Dame,
Buffalo

Tonight • 6 p.m.
Rcc Center
BG: 2-7 (men). 3-7 (women)
* BC coach says ND women's team

By DAN SPEHLER
The BG News

is its "best ever"; Buffalo compering

in men's meet only

When Matt Wiles steps on to
the tennis court Saturday night in
Columbus, he may see a rather
familiar face staring him down
from across the net. Man's
brother Scott is a senior at Ohio
State, and the two will square off
Saturday
- brother vs. brother - in tom2 p.m. (men).
morow night's dual meet be4 p.m. (women)
Nixon Aquatic
tween the Falcons and the BuckCenter. Oxford
eyes.
Man, a junior, has been playing
Miami's men undefeated at home
at the number two spot this
A native of Dallas, Julian spring, and Scon has seen most
makes his home in Bowling of his action in the second slot as
Green. He is unmarried and has well. If all goes according to plan,
no children, although some the two will meet head-to-head,
members of his team would dls- for the first time in their respective collegiate careers.
"I'd love to play him," Matt
• See SWIMMERS, page nine.
said. "I'd like to see what happens. It's been a long time since

Miami

Add impact to your
project at Kinko's.

we've really played a match, and
I think it'd be good for our team
if we played him."
The lineups
for dual meets
aren't announced until
around thirty
minutes before
the match, so
the brothers
won't know if
they are to face
each other until
tommorow
Matt Wiles
night.
"We've talked about it," Matt
said. "We haven't disclosed what
our teams plan to do, because we
don't want to give any secrets
away, but we've talked about
what it would be like."
Matt and Scott were teammates for Jackson High School in
Massillon, Ohio, and haven't
competed officialy since. Matt
has done quite a bit of growing
up since then, and BG coach Jay
Harris feels he's ready now for
this kind of passion-charged
match. "(Matt) can be an emotional guy at times,' Harris said.
"I think in the past, that could
have presented a problem for
him, but he's really matured a lot,

Men's Tennis

Ohio State
Saturday • 7 p.m.
Columbus
i BG's Matt Wiles and Ohio Stale's
Scott Wiles are brothers

and I'm confident that he can
handle his emotions in that kind
of situation."
Confidence is something the
5-9 junior has worked hard to acquire over his years at Bowling
Green. However, Matt still feels
beating his brother won't be
easy.
"The match would really depend more on him than me," the
younger Wiles confessed. "If he's
playing well, if he's serving well,
I'm definitely going to struggle.
But, if he gives me any kind of:
opening, then I have a chance."
To beat Ohio State, the entire
• See FEUD, page nine.

hleAvl&ve/ Realty Ke/wtaA/y
328 S. Main St
352-5620
(our only office)
COM€JOIhJ
OUR KENTAL fAHILYl
•507 East Merry
2 bedroom across from campus
•114 South Main Street
1 bedroom w/ AC above downtown business
•117 North Main Street
1 bedroom w/ dishwasher &
^-a*>*«iw
above downtown business

^■■■^ Many more to choose from!
Viait our office at 328 South Main Street to pick up
rW^TT^ y°UI fre* bro<*ure of over 400 apartments, houses,
OKO»IU'„ ',Ti
and duplexea in many locations.
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Scholarship: Lorl Egnatz
Rituals: Rachel Zychowlcz
Special Events: Cara Henderson
Social Events: Kelly Johnston
Sponsorshp: Jem Pum
House Management: Peedy Flrls
Anchorsplash: Hkkt brewer
Pledges: Kim Milter
Rush: Micah Murray
PuWic Relations: Erica Hamilton
Finance: Aertama Pepompel
ActK-ites: Erin Williams
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Fraternity Education: April RuMno
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Foundation: Andrea Gray
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President;
Mary Beth Urban
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BOYKINS

"This game, in my opinion, is
Continued from page seven.
just summed up by Eastern
would score on the night, gave Michigan just flat-out being a
EMU n 9-7 lead, and from that better basketball team than we never let BG get any closer than
point on, the lead belonged to the are," Falcon coach Dan Oakich that.
"Boykins was just sensaEagles for good.
said.
tional," said BG coach Dan Da"Eastern Michigan came out
The Falcons were led by
with the attitude that they wer- Cowan, who finished with IS klch. "He was sensational in the
en't going to lose," BG center points. DeMar Moore had 14, and first minute, and he had one of
Kirk Cowan said, "no matter how leading scorer Tony Reid, both- the best individual efforts I've
seen in a long time. Very rarely
luird and fast we played."
ered by an Injured right ankle, are you up against a guy who is
scored 13.
The Falcons trailed 52-38 at the
really unstoppable."
half, and in the locker room, Da- EASTERN MICHIGAN 86
Boykins finished the first half
klch and his club were discussing BOWLING GREEN 67
with 19 points and some sensaone thing and one thing only - IOWUNG CREEN (8-10, 55)
tional assists. He set up teamEMU guard Earl Boykins (see
mate Derrick Dial with a houseReid 6-14 0-0 13, Crcspo 1-3 1-1 3, Cowan
5-9
5-8
IS.
Moore
5-16
22
14,
Black
2-5
2-3
related story).
shaking alley-oop early in the
6, Key« 1-1 11 3, Chambers 2-3 0-0 5,
game, which marked the point at
Esterkamp 3-8 0-0 8, Purlin 0 0 0-0 0. TOTALS
25-591
MS
67.
The senior finished with 26
which Eastern pulled ahead to
EAS1ERN MICHICAN (11-7, 7-3)
points on lO-of-18 shooting, instay. He also unselfishly gave up
Zajac 5 9 0-0 10, Head 2-S 0-0 S, Ezugwu
cluding three baskets from be- 4-5 3-6 11, Dial 7-17 3-3 20, lloykins 10-18 a two-on-none fast break to Ajani
3
5
26,
Fordham
110
0
2.
Howard
1-2
0-0
2,
hind the arc.
Williams late in the half.
Tarranl 2-4 0-0 4, Sheffield 1-1 0-1 2, William! 2-2 0-0 4, Getter-Burns 0 0 0-0 0. TOAccording to EMU coach MilThough BG did do slightly bet- TALS 35-64 9-IS 86.
ton Barnes, Boykins had been
lialflime score - EMU 52, BG 38. Reter In the second half against the bounding - EMU 40 (Zajac 10), BG 28 upset about the 78-75 loss at AnMAC's third-leading scorer, the (Cowan 8). Assists -- EMU 16 (Head 4), BG derson Arena on Jan. 10. Even
(Moore 4). Personal fouls -- EMU 19, BG
Falcons were still unable to get 13
though Boykins scored 29 points
14. 3 point goals •- EMU 7-20 (Boykins 3-S,
anyone untracked. With under Dial 3-10, Head 1-3, Zajac 0-1, Howard 0-1), in that game, his competitive
BG 6-20 (Eiterkamp 2-3, Moore 2-7, Chamthree minutes to play, the Eagles ben
spirit had been Injured.
12, Reid 1-7, Crespo 0-1). Attendance
led by 27.
-2,063.
"I think the loss we suffered at
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WIN

"Earl took it upon
himself that they just
weren't going to
lose."

Kirk Cowan
Falcon center
Bowling Green was heavy on his
mind, and he came out with a
vengeance," Barnes said
With the game in hand, Boykins only took five shots in the
second half, but his presence on
the court was still felt. At one
point he stole a ball from right
behind DeMar Moore's head.
With 26 points, he finished the
game five minutes before the
buzzer sounded, but the undersized guard put his team in a position head and shoulders above
the Falcons.

BG hosts Toledo (15-3, 9-1
MAC) Saturday in a crucial
interdivision MAC game. Tipoff
is at 1:30 p.m.
BOWLING GREEN 69
EASTERN MICHIGAN 51
EASTERN MICHIGAN (8-10, 3-7)
Totike 0-3 0 0 0, Handle 2-2 0-0 4, Mitchell 3-11 1-2 7, Henry 6-18 2-3 IS, Canlrell
4 8 0-0 7, Henry 6-18 2-3 IS. Canlrell 4-8 0-0
9, Crickard 0-0 0-0 0, Maska 3-6 0-0 8, Eddington 0-0 0-0 0, Charles 0-1 0-0 0, Stein
rnetl 3-5 2-2 8. TOTALS 21-54 5-7 SI.

"They were on a
mission there. They
did key on (Mitchell).
... Her confidence
might have been a bit
shattered."

Paulette Stein
EMU women's coach
IOWUNG CREEN (14-4, 9-1)
Andrews 2-S 0-1 4, Jones 5-15 2-4 12,
Raterman 6-8 4-S 16. Gafford 3-6 1-1 7,
Puthoff 7-14 1-2 IS, Holt 0-0 0-0 0, Farmer
0-10-0 0, Belcher 3-3 0-0 6, Hineline 0-1 0-0
0. Kahle 0-3 0-0 0, Wappes 0-2 0-0 0, Smith
0-0 1-2 1, DeFosse 3-6 2-2 8. TOTALS 29 64
11-1869.
Halflime score - BG 36, EMU 31. Rebounding - BC 44 (Jones 11), EMU 30
(Rondle 10). Assists - BG 15 (Andrews 6),
EMU 10 (Totzke 10). Personal fouls - EMU
17, BC 8. 3-point goals - EMU 4-13 (Maska
2 3, Canlrell 1-2, Henry 1-7. Totzke 0-1), BG
0-3 (Puthoff 0-1, Kahle 0-1, Wappes 0-1). Attendance - 550.

great meet. Some of our guys
were off, but we had some others
come through We're really looking forward to next weekend."
Next weekend the Falcons will
be sending their top guys to Butler University in Indianapolis for
what will probably be a good
showing. Sink for one seems very
upbeat about the meet.

Butler
Invitational

Terrier
Classic

Saturday • 1 p.m.
Butler University,
Indianapolis

Saturday-Sunday
all day
Boston

• The NCAA Championship-swill
"Not as many guys will be gobe held in Indianapolis in M arch
ing next week, but I'm excited
about us doing well," Sink said.
"I'm hoping we continue to im- strong team, and we did very
prove each week, Kent State is a well against them."

FEUD
Falcon squad will need to capitalize on the chances they recieve. Harris and Wiles both say
that the Buckeyes probably will
be looking past the Falcons, and
that might just be the key to victory for BG.
"Our last three years, we really
should have beat them...we're

gonna change that," Matt said.
"They're not as good as they
might think they are, at least,
that's what we're trying to get all
of us to believe."
Bowling Green and Ohio State
will get things underway at 7
p.m. Saturday night with the
doubles' competition. Sunday's
scheduled meet at Kentucky was
cancelled earlier in the week.

"He played great last week and
he's going to be a great player in
this league," LSS coach Scott
Burek said about Bonvie. "I know
BG has struggled, but they have
big time players and good freshmen that will eventually click
and when they do this team will
make a playoff run. I know they
are some points away but they
will make p. statement to this
league.
With Powers third point, goaltending, Shawn Timm has filled
the role as the starting goaltender. Though Timm has seen the
horrors of bad defense, his presence and stops as a freshman
have been powerful.
"Timmer's the type of kid
that's relaxed and doesn't let

anything bother him. I know that
Shawn has been coming up with
good saves and is looking really
good," BG goaltender Jason
Piwko said. "I mean he played
great against Michigan State,
played amazingly well against
Michigan, so he's the go-to guy
right now and Bud's going to
stick with him.'*
If BG doesn't have enough confidence, the Lakers top defensive
player and frequent offensive catalyst, Joe Blaznek will not play
this weekend due to a leg injury.
"It hurt BG when they lost Dan
Price and that's what Joey Is to
us," Borek said. "He gets our
offense started, special teams,
the first-line, he just starts our
scoring punch"

Continued from page eight.

PLAYOFFS
Continued from page eight.
time loss to Notre Dame, brought
back a sense of competitiveness
and confidence that has surely
been lacking this year. BG coach
Buddy Powers Is focusing the
team to execute three main components in order to begin the last
run at making the second season.
"One, our effort has to be in the
same vein as Notre Dame. Two,
again we've got to get some balanced scoring. If we can get four
goals we'll be In the hockey
game. And three we've got to get
good goaltending," Powers said.
"Last Saturday night our team
defense was weak at times and
our goaltending was weak. We
got balanced scoring, we scored

four goals and this week that's
the goal, but you need all three
ingredients."
Two freshmen icers that have
been emulsifiers for BG, Chris
Bon vie and Shawn Timm, have
helped solidify the chance of
winning games. Bonvie and
Timm have both performed
beyond expectations, either in
blocking or scoring goals, which
has kept the Falcons in many
games.
Bonvie scored three goals last
weekend to become the Falcons
leading goalscorer, bringing his
current total to 10. He has been
propelled into the lead role as a
game-breaker, meaning that
other teams are looking to find
ways of stopping him.

SWIMMERS
Continued from page eight.
pute that claim.
"We (the team) are all his children,"says sophomore Nancy
Simpson.
Such compliments are commonplace by Julian's athletes.
Former BG swimmer Brandon
Farris says that Julian can make
what is usually a monotonous
swim practice enjoyable.
"Going to practice for Randy is
not a chore," Farris said.
It's easy to see why Julian is so
well-liked and respected by the
athletes under him. Julian bases
his coaching practices on an open

relationship with his athletes. "I
want the relationship to be that
they can walk through (my office) door and talk to me about
what is struggling in their life,"
Julian said. "It's all about trust."
It's also about success. Unlike
many coaches, however, Julian
does not use team win/loss records as the barometer by which
a team is measured.
"I don't live and die by wins
and losses," Julian said. "For me,
success and shortcomings at conference meets (are important).
It's what we work hard for and
what we remember the most."
In this regard, the Falcons are

Improving. The women were able
to climb out of the MAC cellar
last season and have the advantage of hosting this season's
championship meet at Cooper
Pool.
Cooper Pool is one of the
reasons why Julian originally accepted the Job to coach the Falcons. Julian admits that he likes
the facilities at BG and in the
MAC. He also enjoys the midwestern style of swimming and
what he calls the purity of college athletics.
"Collegiate athletics still has a
purity about it," Julian said. "It's
something where we can look

CAMPUS EVENTS

CIRCLE KKARES!
Open House Wed Feb.4 900
Ohio Suite. Unon
L—dership, Fellowship. A Service
Pizza and Prizes

I

Today is the last day to sign up lor Vie UAO
Spring Break tnp to Dayiona Beach. Mar.
8-14th Sign up m 330 Union Ts call 2-2343.
DCS Soring 1998 Computer Seminars
(January 26-Fobruary 27)
The totowing University Computer Services
Seminars will be offered this spring. These free
seminars are open to anyone at BGSU. You
must can 372-2911 to register. A complete
seminar list is available on the WWW at:
hnp/Avww bgsu edu/departmentsAjca/safn
inars Also, training video tape- featuring major
software packages are available to borrow free
ol charge and can be sent to your address on
campus Intro to Windows 95 (IBM). This
seminar covers the basics of the Windows 95
operating system No previous computer experience is required Please bong a blank 3.5"
disk, Friday. January 30th. 110O-l :00 p.m. in
128 Hayes Hall Getting Started on the Mac.
This seminar covers the basics of the Macintosh operating system. No previous expenence
is required Please bring a blank 3 5" disk.
Thursday. January 29th. 430-6 30 p.m. in 126
Hayes Hall. Intro to Eudore (Mac/IBM). This
seminar covers the basics of electronic mail (email) using Eudora Pnor knowledge of microcompunr concepts or attendance at either Getting Started on the Mac or Intro to Windows 95
is recommended. Please bring a blank 3.5**
disk to the seminar. Attendees must have a
BGNet account (created at least 46 hours prior
to the seminar). The seminar is taught on tie
Macintosh but the features specific to Eudora
on IBM are addressed. Monday. February 2nd.
1030-1230 p.m. m 126 Hayes Hal. Intro te
Microsoft Word (Mac). This seminar introduces Microsoft Word for Macintosh; it includes creating dies, storing Ales, and ednmg
documents. Pnor knowledge of Macintosh
concepts or attendance at Getting Started on
the Mac is recommended. Please bring a blank
3 5' disk Wednesday. February 4ih. 3:00-500
p.m. in 126 Hayes Hal. Intro to SAS on Trapper I. This seminar provides an introduction to
VM (TRAPPER) Operating System, its commands, key mappings, and Ik* manipulation as
well as data entry and banc SAS procedures.
Elementary statistics may be involved. Accountants will be provided but all attendees are
encouraged to obtain their own accounts on
TRAPPER at Room 101 in Hayes Hall. Friday.
February 6th. 1030-1230 p.m in 128 Hayes
Hall. Intro to Microsoft Word (IBM) This seminar introduces Microsoft Word for Windows; it
includes creating filee. storing files, and edttmg
documents. Prior knowledge ol Windows concepts or attendance at Intro to Windows 95 is
recommended. Please bring a blank 3.5" disk.
Wednesday. February nth. 10.30-12.30 pm.
in 128 Hayes Hall Intro to BGNet. This seminar introduces the BGNet menu system and
covers navtgabon through the most important
menu items. Attendees must have a BGNet

***** Sigma Lambda Fraternity *"*"
Information Nighi Sunday Feb. 1st at 9:00pm
2nd noor lounge, Union. 'Dssem.nar.ing the
r»ch Hispanic/Latino culture since 16-96' Into.
Call 352 5359 Rob or Mo.

GET ON THE BUS
Friday. Jan. 30th & Sat. Jan. 31 tt 8 00pm &
1100pm. decamp ill S2.00 Sponsored by
UAO Questions? Call 372-7164
GRAF ITTI TRIBE
Acapelk) Group Tues.. Feb. 3rd. 1996 at
8 OOpm. Lenhart Grand Balkoom. Free Admiss-oni Sponsored by UAO Questions'' Call
372-7164

Continued from page seven.

Senior forward added 12 points
and 11 rebounds for BG, her 10th
double-double this season and
eighth in the 10 MAC games. The
11 boards giver her 810 for her
career, as she becomes only the
fourth Falcon ever to surpass
800.
Senior guard Sara Puthoff also
chalked up a double-double, her
first of the season. Puthoff's 10
rebounds matched a career-high,
while her 15 points pushed her
over the 1,500 barrier. She now
has 1,514, second in the Falcon
annals.

372-6977
The BG P4e*i will not knowingly accept advcfii
thai uWnmifiM.wcKounfcdj^imiiiaiion againu any
individualofgrouponuVbaMtofrace <ci.cnaor<irrd.
reltSKM. IUIKMMI Origin, tewal oncnuiioji. diub>M<.
«Mn a> a veteran, or on the bant of any other legally

PREPARED

Continued from page seven.

Classified
Ads

STAY OUT LATE I
USE YOUR BRAW
NO HANGOVERS...
AND IT'S FREE!
GAMESFEST "96
Friday. Jan. 30th - 6pm-mtdnight
Saturday. Jan. 31 si - 2pm-m>dnighl
Rm 222 Education BWg

.

each other in the eye and say
'let's go.'"
Above all, Julian says that he
hopes to have his swimmers be
succesful in life, both in the pool
and in the professional world. He
also hopes that his team will stay
close to the University after
graduation.
"I want to see these guys really
find their niche," Julian said.

HOMECOMING 1998!
Come be apart ol the tradition! Info meeting
Tues. Feb. 3© 9 iSpmmBA 102. FREE POP
ft PIZZA!! For more into contact UAO @
372-2343.

JEWELRY SALE
TimGoyt
Monday. January 26th - Fnday January 30th
10 00am-1 OOpm
Math and Science Building
Jewelry sale at low prices that
everyone can aflord
Sponsored by UAO
Questions' Call 372-7164

Lacrosse
New Players Meeting
Monday Feb. 2 9:00pm BA 110 or call
352-5515e-mail: jeremhe«?bgnet.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Nathan Grasshopper
Whit
pie
Band

OPENING ACT:
September's Children

19 and Over Every Night

FALL 1998 LEASING
Come sign up today!
Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units #49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fill 1998
A/C. New carpet, and fireplaces
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

352-0717

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

CREENBRIAR, INC.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SLIMMER & EALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

'TREE GROCERIE
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Cut Your Grocery Bill
By Up To 50% Guaranteed!!!
Imagine having a discount coupon for virtually
every item you buy at the grocery store,

Every time you buy!!!
Now you can do just that. Select the coupons you want for
the products you know you are going to buy from our list of
over 1,200 name brand products. Unlike newspapers or
magazines, you will get the coupons
you want when you want them.
By choice not by chance! its that simple! Also avaialble is our $Cash for CouponsS program where you can
earn up to $800 or more each month in your spare
time clipping coupons.

ForffiE

MkTNtlN ol MMMKMIM

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
fOUAl HOlltlMC
0»»0»TUNII »

(across from Taco Bell)

account (created al least 48 hours prior to Via
sammar). Wednesday. February 11th,
3 00-5:00 p.m. ail 26 Hayaa Hall Intro loSAS
on Trapper I Thia sammar covers data sat
manipulation •.".i contlnuaa coverage ot basic
SAS procaouraa. tlementary statislcs may Be
involved 'Familianty with VM |TRAPPER|
OparaDng System or attendance at Intro to
SAS on Trapper I is recommended. Fnday.
February 13lh. 1030-1230 p.m in 128 Hayes
Hall Intro to PowerPoint (Mac). This seminar
coven the basics ol the presentation graphics
software package PowerPoint, including creating overheads and on-screen presentations.
Pnor knowledge ol Macintosh concepts is recommended. Please bring a blank 3S" disk to
the seminar
Monday. February 16th.
3:00-5:00 p.m. in 126 Hayaa Hall. Advanced
Microsoft Word (IBM/Mac). This sammar
covers advanced features of Mcrosofi Word
such as mail marge, and others Pnor eipenonce with Mcroeotl Word or attendance el In
iro to Microsoft Word IBM or Mac) is recommended. This seminar is taught on the IBM but
the features specific to Microsoft Word are addressed
Wednesday, Februray 18th,
1030-12:30 p.m. In 128 Hayes Hal. Intro lo
PowerPoint (Mac). See description above
Friday. February 20tl. 1000-noon in 126
Hayes Hall. Intro lo BGUnix on Alpha.This
seminar provides an introduction to the UNIX
Operating System and its commands Attendees must have a BGUnix account (created
at least 48 hours prior to the seminar) which
can be obtained by vis ting the BGNet menu opDon 12(Compuler Account Creation) and completing the application form lo create your
BGUnix account. Fnday, February 20th,
1 00300 p m. in 126 Hayes Hall. Newswstchar and Fetch (Mac). This seminar covers
the Internet applications NewsWatcher (reading Internet news) and Fetchdremlerring hies
on the Internet). Pnor experience with tie Macintosh is recommended. Attendees must have
a BGNet account (created at leasl 48 hours
pnor» the seminar). Monday. February 23rd.
3 00 5 00 p.m. m 126 Hayes Hall Intro to the
World Wide Web. This sammar introduces the
World Wide Web using Netscape. Topics include understanding links and bookmarks, as
well as working with search engines to locate
information on the World Wide Web. Fnday.
February 271h. 11:00-1:00 p.m. in 126 Hayes
Hall.
WANTED:
BGSU Welcome Week Leaders
Gain valuable leadership experience and
make a difference tor first-year students i
Applications can be picked up m 405 Student
Services Due by February 13.
Call 2-0465 tor into

' SUPPORT DANCE MARATHON'
Come to Junction. Fn. Jan. 30th 11pm-2am.
See what's happenmgl
' SUPPORT DANCE MARATHON'
•" OBSIDIAN™
Applications now available for 1998 staff. Pick
up in 204 West Han or Multicultural Affairs Office. (Poaltlona available):Assitant editor,
copy editor, sales manager, news editor, promotions manager, and production manager.
Applications due by 2/2/90.
—OBSIOUN*"
100%wool sweaters only $35 Collegiate ConnecPonS31 Ridge St.
Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Great job Sarah Ward lor your position as
Panhel Public Relatlona Chslrl Keep up lie
good work!
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Congrats Shasta Niles-Orector of Campus Acnvies-On Alpha Phi's 1998 Executive Councrli
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

AOII • AOII ■ AOII • AOII
Congratulations to our officer of the week,
Stacey Balsega-Corresponding Secretary.
Great nb.Staceyi
AOII-AOII-AOII-AOII

BEST

HOTELS.

LOWEST PRICES. ALL
SPRING
BREAK locations
Florida. Cancun. etc.
from S89. register or be our Campus Rep
Call for information 800-327 8013.
www.icpt.com

BLACK WOMEN AND LATINO WOMEN
It's time to bndge the cultural gap. Female
Rites of Passage begms Feb. 3. United Christian Fellowship, on Thurstm. 0:00pm. For questions e-mail Panda Horton. nhoriorx6>bgnet
DEADUNE FOR IrOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIONS is February 13.
FREE
Beautiful Cakes Cat needs a nice home. Has
all shots, female, 2yrs. old and chubby. Indudes toed and knar box. 352-2794
FREE CASH GRANTS! College Scholarships Business. Medical bills Never repay.
Toll Free 1 -800-218-9000 Ext. G-2076

REMEMBER THE BO'S? REMEMBER THE
PLAYGROUND? THE BIG PLAYGROUND IS
COMING FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 13TH."

L»» I
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SERVICES OFFERED
$39 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only $30 per person, resrictions apply.
1-800-224-4853

PERSONALS
etSPRING BREAK""DONT GET
BURNED"" SunSplaahll THE RELIABLE
SPRING BREAK CO. 12 YEARS EXP.
"'LOWEST PRICES-FREE Trips. Parties
Dnnks & Foodlli Jamaica. Cancun. Barbados
I US II Destinations - South Padre
Island/Panama City Beach & Deytona tr: $129
- Csll Sun Splash Tours Now" 1 -800-426-7710
or www.sunsplashtours.com
• PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU •
Theta Chi's don't know what they are missimgi
See ya tonight at Muggs'
•PHIMU-PHIMU-PHIMU•PHIMU'PHIMU-PHIMUThe sisisrs of Phi Mu congratulate Stacey
Swertz on her pearling toThomee Carter! We
loveyoul
• PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU •

Intramural enries due men's & women's doubles recquetball-Feb. 4; men's, women's & corse curlmg-Feb. 10; men's innertube water polo-Fob 11; Al entries due m 130 Perry Field
house by 4 00 pm on due date.

We warn to adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption ol • beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
just as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family for her baby. My
husband and I are both ariists and own our
own design business. We work at home which
allows us tons of Ime to be together. Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
1-M8-610-2535
Wet Tee-ehkl contest this Sat. at Bojanglea
Come see the best BG has to otter
Women's WeHness Group
Meeting weekly. Build self-esteem, be more
assertive. Reduce stress, strengthen relabonships, promote a balanced life.
372-9355.
Center for Wellness A Prevention

WANTED
Female subteeser. ASAP. Call 354-8175.
Female suWeaser wanted. 373-6038
Happily married loving couple wants to otter
your baby a secure and happy home and fu
ture. Phease call Cindy/Kevin 1-600-352-9441
Rmtes needed Own room in 2 bdrm. apt. Si 88
All ind. StarOno March. 354-2129.
Subteaeer needed for 2 98 - 5-96 $200 mo
ind. u&l. (nag.) Close to campus. Brad
352 3290 eves.

HELP WANTED
t.OOO'e POSSIBLE TYPING Part Tune. At
Home. Tc* Free (1) BOO 2i8-9000 Ext. T-2076
tor Listings.
11000'a WEEKLY)! Stuft envelopee at home
tar 83.00 each piue bonuses. F/T, P/T.
Make 8800* weekly, guamteedl Free supplies. For details, send one etampto: N-181,
1201 WHehlre Blvd., Suite 552. Los Angeles,
C A 90028.
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed summer camps In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohlkan, 1-800-4M-4321,
www.lohlkan.com.
Before 8 after school childcare and light
housekeeping needed m my BG home.
354-1003 afterSpm.
BG superwash is accepting apphcasons to attend the* facility Mrs. are variable. Team attitude 8 a pleasing personality are important.
Apply in person Sam 5pm daily & 1003 N.
Prospect. BG No phone calls please.

KKG"SIGEP-KKG
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
to congratulate Jeaalca Arouette on her lava
liertng lo Jeff Swbonl of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity. We're glad our houseboy is now
'Your boy."
KKG • SK3 EP • KKG

Camp Counselors For a Fun Camp
We are a Resident Coed Recreational Summer
Camp located 90 miles West of Wash DC in
the mountains of West Virginia. We have openings for 16 additional men and women who
love children and want the best summer of their
lives. Also openings for Head Counselors.
Program Director and Nurses. Call Jerry at
1-800-625-6161 male for more information or
fax your resume to 301-681-6662

Now open
Southdside Car Wash
993 S Mam (Behind Laundromat)
Touchknat Self Serve.
SCHOLARSHIPS"
SCHOLARSHIPS" SCHOLARSHIPS"
Students who are applying lor the Alumri
Chapter Scholarships muetsubmit their applications to the Mile" Alumni Center BY
5.00p.m. ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23.
Extra applications are available at the Alumni
Center
Today is the last day to sign up for Bi6 UAO
Spring Break tnp to Daytona Beach, Maxh
8-141h. Sign up in 330 Union. ?'s call 2-2343
Ty Beanie Babies
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St

939 S. MAIN
(BEHIND LAUNDROMAT)
&

SELF-SERVE

Cable box w/remole control. $40 OBO Sony
Trinitron 28" Color TV w/remoM), beautiful
wood finish, cable ready. $250 OBO. GE cable
compatible VHS-HQ programmable video recorder/player. $100 OBO. email borkewnfrbgnet bgsu edu.
Duo 230 12/500/14.4 wrtloppy drive A adapter $640 ft tax PowerBook 170 8/200/14.4
$540 ft tax 353-7285.

Camp Takajo lor boys, on Long Lake, Naples.
Maine Noted lor picturesque location, exceptional facilities, basketball, soccer, lacrosse,
goK, street hookey, roller hockey, swimming,
sailing, canoeing, waterskiing. scuba, archery.
riflery. weight training, journalism, photography, video, woodworking, ceramics, crafts, fine
arts, nature study, radio & electronics, dramatics, piano accopanist. music insturmentaiisi/band director, backpacking. rockcHmbing.
Whitewater canoeing, ropes course instructor,
general (wA/oungest boys), secretarial, kitchen staff. Call Mike Sherbun at 1-60O-25O-82S2
Camp Wayne (sister half of brother/sister
camp. Northeastern
Pennsylvania,
6/20-8/18/98) Have the most memorable
summer of your iitel Directors needed for
Drama. Camping/Nature. Cheerieading and
GoH. Counselors for: Tennis, Golf. Gymnastics, Team Sports, Low Hopes, Bank, Calligraphy. Sculpture, Drawing/Painting, Photogra
phy. Ceram.cs. Guitar, Silk-Screening. Swimming (WSI Preferred), Sailing. Waterskiing,
Dance, Aerobics and Piano. Other staff:
Driver/Video. Head Chef and Assistant
Housekeeping, Night Watchperson. On Campus Interviews February 10th. Call
1-800-279-3019 for informaiion.
11111 Spring Break Panama Otyi Stay On The
Beach Near The Best Bars $14fli 6 Free Parties ft Free Cover Charges included' Hurry1
5pnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

Black Student Union
.

hosts a kickoff to

ft BLACK HISTORY
ft
MONTH

Weider bench press/leg 4 lal accessories.
sieel plates and dumb balls/hew condition.
$1750eOarr»lbor»ows?bgnai.bgsu.adu

Iomega external jazz drive, new in box $400.
$320 OBO. PC color laptop w/software included, 8175 OBO. Sears electric typewriter
w/spell corrector. $100 OBO. email borkow©bgnet. bgsu.edu
EARN
S750-S1500/WEEK
Raise al the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus.
No Investment A very little Dme
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Cal 1 -800-323-8454 x 95.
HELP WANTED BOSU STUDENTS
University Dining Services is seeking wail staff
for the Towers West Restaurant In the McDonald Dining Center. Mon. thru Fn. 4pnv8.15pm.
Starting wage is $5.35 per hour. To apply, contact the McDonald Dining Center in person or
can 372-2771.
Math A English tutoring needed in grades 1. 3.
5.7 CaH354-1003afterSpm.
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS
Kaplan, the nation's leading test prep company, is seeking instructors for GRE preparation courses in the Toledo-BG area, applicants must be dynamic communicators and
have 90th perecenole scores on all three sections of the GRE. Excellent pay, conwent
hours. For more Info, please contact Julie Bohien at (419)536-3702
Part-Time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various unskilled fobs m assembly, packaging.
etc? Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in
person between the hours of 900am and
5 00pm (Mon- Fn) at
Advanced Specially Products
428CioughSt
Bowling Green OH 43402

2 bdrm. house. Available May 1st. 12 rno.
lease. $52S/mo. 601 6th Si. Call 6553044.
2 bedroom duplex with upstairs, w/d hook up.
gas heal avail. Fab. 1
t46CVmo Cal
354-4137.
Apartment available
1 bdrm, AC, dishwasher, furnished, vary
cloee lo campue, Glende 353-3295 ra:16 In
505

Duplexes/Houses lor 96-99 school year
EH..1 4 2 bdrm.-110 3 tenants
12 month leases only
Sieve Smith 3526917 (no calls alter 8pm)
Female roomate needed tor 96-99 ♦ smr 99.
$250/m. brand new. 1 bdrm. dose to campus.
Call Angela 372-4532.
FEMALE SUBLEASERNEEDED
FOR SPRING 1998
CHEAPRENTCALL353-1080
Female subleaser needed immediately to
share 2 bdrm apt, furnished, own room,
$250/mo. Call 353-2161.

House tor rent-room A board. Contemporary 4
bdrm. home. 2.5 baths, Jacuzzi, healed inground pool, storage, free location m 4 out
$375mo. 9 rm. Irom campus. 419-874-3777.

"REMEMBER THE BO'S? REMEMBER THE
PLAYGROUNO? THE BIG PLAYGROUND IS
COMING FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH."

Responsible, non-smoker lemale, wanted 10
share 2 bdrm apt. For summer, possibly following school year; $235/Month. close 10 cam
pus Call 373 6000. kiavemsg

FOR SALE

Sublease 2 bdrm. unfurn house for grads, lac
ulty, or family Attached garage. $51urmo plus
mil. Ava'lable May 666-8501

'83 Ford Ranger, Low
S69S/OBQ878 9513

miles.

1

owner

'87 Nissan Centra GE. AC. AT, no rust, great
shape in and out $7500 OBO Call 35? 9644
11111 Honda's New Hotspot-South Beach
$1291 Bars Open Until Sami Great Beaches,
Activities, Warmer Weather' Try Cocoa BeachHilton $1791 Daytona $1491 spnngbreaktravel.com 1 800-678-6386

Call 352-4966
or stop by apt. 010.

Houses. 1 4 2 bdrm. lum. apts lor 96-99
school year Call 352-7454
MARTEN APTS " 704 FIFTH ST.
2 Bdrm. turn, ranting for fall 98

and summer leases 352-3445.
Need people to rent
353-7042.

house

for

summer.

Subleaser needed. $340/month plus utilities 1
bdrm. 215 E. Poe Can Pam al 352-4367. Be
'ore Feb 6 Alter FeD 6, all Mecca Mgmt.
REMEMBER THE BO'S? REMEMBER THE
PLAYGROUNO? THE BIG PLAYGROUND IS
COMING FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 13TH "

fsdrflire/ElllTgiT

1111* Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
Days $279> Includes Meals. Parties A Taxes)
Great Beaches A NightJifel Leaves From South
Florida I springbreaktravel.com

1 800 6786386

Cinemark Theatres

CINEMA 5

1&2bdrm. Close to campus.

5:10 9:50
Half Baked (R)

710 N. Enterprise (Helnz-Site

5:00 7:45 10:00

Aptt.) Rents stan: at 375/mo. ♦

Mousehunt (PG)

utils, 2 bdrm Includes washer &
dryer. Call lor into 353-5800.

PG13

7:15 9:40

Management Inc.
1062 Falrvlew

Hox ottu-e opens at 4 00pm
*S(mv No (' ■

floor designs, vaulted
ceilings, washer/dryer hookRents

start at 350/mo ♦ utils.For
more info call 353-5800.

/®CA
Management Inc.

Goodbye, tax forms.
HelloJeleFile!

Studio Apts 215 E. Poe
Rd.(Evergreen Aptt.)
One

person starts at 230/mo
For

more Into call 353-5800

Management Inc.
1 bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apts.) Very
spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec.
For more Into call 353-5800

Fri 7:3011:15
Sat Sun 12:00 3:45 7:30

w^
Every Saturday
12 Midnight

5:25
Phantoms (R)
Amlstaa(R)

+ Utils are included.

•Ranting Aprs S Houses
211 E Reed
321 E Merry B 6 bdrm s
315 E. Marry - Downstairs
Also. 2 bedroom apartments
School yr. leases, all dose 10 campus
3S3-0325

Student Publications is accepting applications
for magazine advertising sales reps. Gain valuable business to business sales -xpenence.
and earn great money. Reps will develop advertising programs for campus departments
and area businesses while also prospecting for
new accounts. The position requires 15-20
hours per week and runs from March thru
June. Candidates must be students and have
transportation. Call Toby at 3720430 tor more
information or stop by 204 West Hall tor an application.

7:30

Laundry on site.

II 3 person apartment lor rent in Fall. Over
Brewaters. balcony, new appliancsylumnhings Call3730057.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St.
Excellent 1 BR 4 2 BR units.
Fully lum., AC. reasonable rents 4
Close lo campus. Yrly. or sch.yr. lease
Check us out before you lease.

4:30 7:00 9:30

Ave. (Hillsdale Aptsjunique

••

FOR RENT

PL Ime youth instructors needed for coordination, supervision, and orgamzason of
youth recreation, crafts, athletics, and educational programs. Work with youth between the
ages of 7-17 yrs. old. Some college background pre). 23-28 hours a week. Late afternoon to early evening hrs. some weekend
hours. Call 874-4529 after 1pm Tuesday- Saturday

•Great Expectation* (R)

Management Inc.

Thii year, million! will filt their fn

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE

Mercer Manor
Apartments

One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

retirai ty •*»»« — atjia TlUFila, i

Management Inc.
834 St. Willow House is now
leasing lor next year.

1 bdrm

fraa service from till IRS. Tilt till
il Mty ind refunrjj ire flit. Check
GREENBRIAR. INC.
your mill for I TillFill keoklet.

close to campus gas/heat/AC.

!.! Tele File

Starling at 340/mo.

u.

Date: Saturday, Jan. 31, 1998
Place: Anderson Arena
Time: 9:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

III Cm

Management Inc.

It I flit. II *•'...

For complete list atop by

Depaflmani ol *»• Treasury
Internal R*v*nua Sarvtca

our office at 1045 N. Main

hflf^/twv.in.H trm.««

or Call 353-5800

.

Call

For sale:
1986 Chevy Nova
CaR anytime: 424-3216

Hard Rain (R)

up in the 2 bdrm.

Sola and love seat $50 each OBO
352 5360, leave a message

11234 N. Main St. 354-0558.

i985PontiacPansame
$600060
Call Man 352-6027

1&2 bdrm.

SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadil
lacs. Chevyt. BMWs, Corvettes. Alao Jeeps,
4WO's. Your Area. Toll Free i-800 218 9000
Ext. A-2076 lor current listings
^^^^

Vintage Clothing tor sals. Punk. 60's. 70s. 4
80's Accessories loo. Great prices. Cal
353 9186 tor details.

Wag the Dog (R)

Attention!!! Attention!!

Iomega zip disks (100 MB) (IS each OBO
Larga quantity availabls. amail borKow@bgnerbg8u.edu.

Epson 486 Laptop computer. Color monitor.
Windows Excel WordPerfect. Lotus 123 and
more. Leether carry bag ft AC adapter. $1200
OBO. Cal Jeremy 354-0044.

Call

KD Kappa Delta KD
Ladies, way lo support each othsrl We're
"flaming") Keep up the sisterhood1
KD Kappa Delta KD

NOW OPEN
SOUTHSIDE CAR WASH

TOUCHLESS

Warned 100 itudents. Lose 8-100 lbs. New
metabolism breakthrough. L> recommended.
guaranteed
S30 cost. Free samples
1-800-8560916.

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

